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17alley.1s phcenicians, bara'ts, go'ths f.:i famous redic aryans 3100-2300 b.g. by the aryan origin of the
alphabet: disclosing the sumero ... - the aryan origin of the alphabet, waddell 1 ... disclosing the sumero
phoenician parentage of our letters ancient and modern by l. austine waddell ll.d., c.b., c.i.e. fellow of the royal
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invasion theory - lakshminarayanlenasia - death of the aryan invasion theory by stephen knapp ... aryans
and the sumerians. he states in his book, the indo sumerian seals deciphered, that the ... several sumerian
seals found along the indus bore the names of famous vedic aryan seers and princes familiar in the vedic
hymns. therefore, with plate nd illustrations - um library - indo-sumerian seals deciphered: discovering
sumerians of indus valley as phamicians, barats, goths, and famous vedic aryans 3100-2300b.c. with
numerous illustrations and maps. luzac & co., london, 1925. i1 of extraordinary interest from its historical,
literary, linguistic and religious suggestions, death of the aryan invasion theory - he states in his book, the
indo sumerian seals deciphered, that the discovery and translation of the sumerian seals along the indus
valley give evidence that the aryan society existed there from as long ago as 3100 b.c. pisces and iranian
two -symbolic-fish pattern, herati a ... - in sumerian, the word was used as . pish, meaning a great fish
which was etymologically coterminous with . vish. in the word . vishnu. 7. as one of the zodiac signs, pisces
represents paired parallel fishes in opposite ... 7 l. a. waddell, the indo-sumerian seals deciphered: discovering
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his youth recognized ... deciphered. sir john marshall thought that the language of the indus script most more
21 waddell - the national cv - waddell built for himself a unique perspective of ancient history and
civilizations on the basis of his overall research and decipherments, including the view that egyptian
civilization started out as a sumerian dependency. an example of the scripts he studied and that helped him to
read the seals is provided in the illustrations. sumer, babylon, and hittites - transanatolie - the sumerian
language was not deciphered until the nineteenth century of our era when it was found to be different from
both the indo-european and semitic language groups. fifteen hundred dravidian is the language of the
indus writing - dravidian is the language of the indus writing clyde winters the indus valley writing is not a
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